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TENET, SHLOMO 
 
1.00 Shlomo Kenet [nee Kanterowitz] was born in Vilna in 1921. He had 

a sister, Batya. His parents were Yakov and Miriam. Until 1943 he 
also had 2 aunts: Yehudit and Rivka, and a grandmother, Sara. 
One grandfather, Beinush, passed away in the 1930s, and he 
didn't know his paternal grandparents at all. 

 
2.20 Shlomo's [S hereafter] father worked in a large fabric store; his 

mother made gloves, industrywith which she managed to save 
her family until 1943, until the liquidation of the Vilna ghetto. 

 
2.39 S studied in a high school that belonged to the Yiddish 

educational system, the Bund. Another system was the Zionist 
one. 

 
3.40 When S was in the 7th grade he joined the Hashomer Hatzair. 

There was another student in the youth movement who studied 
with S: the sone of the director of YIVO [!] in Vilna. Today he is a 
member of Kibbutz Merchavia. 

 
6.53 After the completion of high school, in 1939, S went to the 

'hachshara' [agricultural preparatory school prio to immigrating 
to Israel], in Kalish. They were going to go to Kibbutz Haboke'a. 

 
9.00 S's parents were not too happy about his decision to undergo the 

kibbutz traiining. 
 
12.57 Kalish was called 'Poland's Venice'. 
 
13.00 Many groups from other Polish cities joined the'hachshara' in 

Kalish. And then war broke out. 
 
16.00 Kalish was 30 km from the border with Germany. People started 

fleeing the city the day after war broke. The group didn't want 
to abandon the wonderful library at the palace. It was decided 
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to leave a skeleton group of 10, those who lived near Kalish. 
 
18.00 They left in a regional train that was very crowded; they stooped 

in Turik, and then somehow managed to reach Lodz. Fleeing 
Lodz by foot. The hell under German bombardment. They 
walked 4 days to Warsaw, the last group before the city was 
closed off. 

 
25.00 The Hashomer Hatzair leadership had already left Warsaw, but 

the Kalish group took up its housing, and stayed in the city until 
its surrender. 

 
27.32 Conditions in Warsaw: thirst, hunger, danger. 
 
30.00 AFter Ribbentrop-Molotov agreement and also the surrender of 

Warsaw, the Germans lifted the siege to the city, and 
announced that all the refugees who were in Warsaw, could 
move freely back to theirhousesin eastern Poland. S's group 
numbered 8 people. 

 
34.00 The way back to Vilna. Crossing the Buk river, and the encounter 

with Soviet soldiers. 
 
39.00 Arrival in Vilna, and meeting his father at the train station. He 

shouted 'Mine Shleimel is gehumen!' 
 
46.00 Reduction of anti-semitism under Soviet rule in Vilna made it 

possible for S to be accepted in the Jewish Technion there. He 
was there for 2 years, but maintained contact with the youth 
movement which, in the meantime, had been declared illegal 
and went underground. S's leader in the group was Abba 
Kovner. There were activities. 

 
48.20 The 2 years before the renewed war in S's household. Economic 

situation improved. Grandfather on mother's side played viola in 
the Philharmonic orchestra. S's aunt was a pianist, trained in the 
Paris Conservatory. She returned to Vilna in 1937-8. Two of S's 
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uncles married French women and settled in Paris. S lost track of 
them. 

 
53.16 During those 2 years of quiet, many Zionist refugees from other 

parts of Poland came to Vilna: Begin, Sneh, etc. Sneh was on the 
first plane that flew to Israel via Sweden in 1940. 

 
54.11 In 1940-41, they already knew about the persecutions and anti-

Jewish laws in Poland. 
 
57.00 The image of Abba Kovner as a youth leader. 
 
2.02.45  Life with the youth group under Soviet rule. Jobs. 
 
4.02 Passover 1940, second seder is lead by Abba Kovner. 
 
4.20 Life was lived as thought the youth group had been on a kibbutz. 
 
17.50 First bombs fall on Vilna on June 22. On the same night, the Soviets 

and their families began fleeing the city. 
 
26.15 Under Nazi rule, from August to September 1, when they were 

taken to Auschwitz. 
 
27.01 Anti-Jewish laws enacted then. 
 
32.59 Kidnappings for work changed into disappearances forever. The 

importance of the Polish doorman, as connector to the outside 
world, and, perhaps, to obtain food when food became scarce. 

 
52.11 Situation continued like thast until they enetered the ghetto. 
 
54.57 The Germans declared a collective punishment of the Jews, after 

supposedly a German soldier was assassinated by them. The Jews 
couldn't leave their homes for 3 days. In that time, the Germans 
emptied the old, smaller ghetto and also the large ghetto. The 
Jews were taken to a prison [Lukishky?] and from there to Ponari 
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[although the latter fact S didn't know until later]. 
 
55.59 After the 3 days, the Germans made the Jewsmove to the newly 

evacuated ghettos, with only one bag of their belongings. The 
Jews were ordered to leave their homes open. 

 
59.00 According to their former place of residence, S and his family had 

to go to the large ghetto. Crowded. 
 
3.01.03   Entering the ghetto. 
 
5.00 Organization to go to work. 
 
7.00 S's mother worked making gloves. It was one of the industries that 

the Germans considered essential. Therefore, those who worked 
there received the best working documents - which protected 
them until the ghetto's liquidation. 

 
9.43 Judenrat: Gentz. The Jewish police. Detzner. Yosef Glatsman 

[Judenrat] 
 
18.20 Small 'actions' and disappearance cause fear. 
 
21.05 The Hashomer Hatzair group gets organized in the ghetto. Among 

the members: Abba Kovner, Chaike Grossman, Rushka Korczak, 
Vitka Kempner - Kovner. 

 
21.40 Two months after entering the ghetto, rumors begin spreading 

about the fate of the disappeared, and Ponar [in October-
November]. 

 
22.36 The rumors were verified when a woman who had been wounded 

at Ponar managed to get to Vilna and toldher story. Abba Kovner 
was one of the first to interview her. 

 
25.50 The partnership with the Christian women: Gren in Warsaw, asnd 

Yedviga in Vilna [the latter was in touch with Abba Kovner who - 
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prior to moving to the ghetto - was hiding in a convent. 
 
27.36 When Abba Kovner heard the testimony for the survivor of Ponar, 

he predicted that what the Germans had in mind was the 
complete annihilation of the Jewish people. He then composed 
the famous flyer: 'Jews: do not go like sheep to the slaughter'. This, 
Kovner did after the big 'action' of Yom Kippur. On the day of that 
action, the holders of the yellow working permits [which S's family 
had] were allowed to go to work. When all the holders of the 
yellow permits came back to the ghetto, after a long workday, 
the ghetto was like a ghost town. 

 
34.42 People reorganize, and keep on living. 
 
36.08 The leaders of Hashomer Hatzair consulted with the more veterans 

among the members [S too] about ways to confront the situation. 
They had 2 options: to obtain fake documents and leave the 
ghetto, or to get organized and resist within the ghetto. The latter 
started the FPO [United Partisans Organization]. Winter was 
coming, just before January 1942. Abba Kovner had been in 
negotiations with the other youth groups in the ghetto [Bund, 
Communists, Noar Hatzioni, Dror-Hechalutz, Betar]. He is the 
initiator of the ressistance movement. 

 
42.04 Out of the 7-8 Hashomer Hatzair veteran group, only 2 decided 

not to join the FPO. They felt they didn't have the strength to resist. 
The 2 were Yaakov Gavze and Sima Gurland. they were killed 
when the ghetto was liquidated. 

 
45.00 In a gathering in St. Sylvester, January 1942, all those who agreed 

with the idea were invited to join the FPO. Abba Kovner read the 
famous sentence: 'Jew, don't go like sheep to the slaughter'. It was 
a very emotional meeting. There were over 100 people. They met 
in the courtyard of a soup kitch. Abba Kovner was the only 
speaker. He spoke very few words, but they were impressive. 

 
51.05 After that meeting S moved with another 10-12 people to the 
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Hashomer Hatzair commune. 
 
51.37 Glassman, a member of the Judentrat, also belonged to Betar 

which had agreed to join the FPO. Since he was in charge of 
housing, he managed to get an apartment for the commune. 

 
54.00 The organization of the underground. S no longer goes to work. 

His main activity centers in the resistance. The first act of the 
underground was to bomb the neighboring train tracks. 

 
TAPE II 
4.01.50 First anti-nazi action in Lithuania was carried out by S's group. 
 
3.17 Description of the first act of sabotage. 
 
4.57 S[s job was to organize the hiding of the arms. He worked in close 

contact with Abba Kovner. How the weapons were obtained, 
and what kinds. 

 
18.36 End of 1942, betinning of 1943. Nazis begin liquidating all the small 

ghettos in the area. 
 
20.00 Activities in the commune, and in the ghetto. 
 
35.00 Life in the ghetto. 
 
43.52 Summer 1942. 
 
44.45 Winter 1942-43. Underground is busy. Feeling of aptimism after 

Stalingrad: maybe the Red Army will prevail over the Germans, 
and the Jews will survive. 

 
46.18 The case of Wittenberg, a member of the communist 

underground in the ghetto, who is uncovered by a contact 
outside the ghetto. The interrogation brings to light the fact that 
there is an underground inside the ghetto. Wittenberg was also a 
member of the Judenrat.[This event occurred after the uprising in 
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the Warsaw ghetto.] The gestapo requested from Genz and 
Dessler - heads of the Judenrat - to give them Wittenberg. Genz 
and Dessler called the heads of the FPO for a meeting. The latter 
found the invitation to the meeting suspicious, so they called the 
different units of the underground to surround the Judenrat office 
and stationed some of them at the ghetto gates. While there, the 
members of the underground spotted two Lithuanians going into 
the Judenrat office, and immediately coming out, escorting the 
handcuffed Wittenberg. 

 
51.09 When the Lithuanians saw themselves surrounded by the 

underground, wielding sticks and bats, the fled the ghetto, 
leaving Wittenberg behind. The underground members knew that 
this event was the beginning of the end. Wittenberg went into 
hiding in the ghetto. S and another member emptied the 
weaspons from the hiding places. 

 
54.00 The next day, the Jewish olice and the Judenrat got organized to 

trap Wittenberg. They mobilized big, strong men of the ghetto, for 
the search. They warned the ghetto population thast their 'idyllic' 
tune was coming to the end because of this 'communist' 
Wittenberg, and that in their anger the nazis are liable to 
liquidate the ghetto. In the meantime, the underground surfaced, 
proud and armed. But, instead of being respected by the Jews, 
they were accused of precipitating their end! The standoff, in a 
very charged atmosphere, lasted 2-3 days. 

 
57.00 In the meantime, runners sent by Markov [partisans in the forest] 

arrived to the ghetto. The underground saw that their battle 
would not be with the nazis, but trying to contain the big 
muscular Jewishmen that the Judenrat had mobilized. In the 
meantime, the communist cell in the ghetto, on their own, 
decided thast Wittenberg had to give himself up. Wittenberg 
accepted the decision of his group, and gave himself up. 

 
5.01.32 S witnessed Wittenberg leaving the ghetto, escorted by 2 Jewish 

policemen - who turned him over to the gestapo at the ghetto 
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gates. The underground members were heartbroken and 
shocked, seeing their commander taken away. 

 
12.37 Winter 1943. The partisan movement began its rapid growth. 

Markov, one of the commanders, wanted all the partisans in the 
forest of Narocz, particularly the very motivatedones of the 
ghetto. 

16.29 After Wittenberg's departure, Abba Kovner became the 
commander of the ghetto underground. 

 
17.00 The command of the ghetto underground decided to start 

sending the partisans to the forest, as no struggle with the nazis 
was possible from within the ghetto. Given the fact that 2 of 
Markus' runners were at the ghetto at the moment, it was 
decided to send with them the first group of partisans. The 2 were 
Meshke Shutan and Shika Gertner. Destination was the Narocz 
forest. Yosef Glasssman was appointed to lead the first group. In 
the grooup there were representatives of the different youth 
organizations. S was in that first group. 

 
18.50 Exiting the ghetto was done in secret. S never said goodbye to his 

parents. Not one piece of memorabilia, neither a picture of them, 
does S have. 

 
19.50 There were over 20 partisans who left the ghetto in the guise of 

workers going to cut timber. Each member of the grooup was 
carrying a weapon. They exited through a side door. Two in the 
group were dressed as Jewish policemen leading the group. On 
the way to the forest, other Jews joined them, almost another 20. 
Suddenly, while resting in a small forest to put the weapons 
together, the group began to regain their pride, their humanity. 

 
25.24 
 
Tape 4 of 4 
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He arrived in Budapest with the group he helped escape by train. At the 
end of the war, the city was full of Soviet drunks, looters, rapists, and 
other criminal elements. There was total chaos in the city. He delivered 
the group to Mordechai Roseman.  
 
08:06 
Then he was sent to Gratz to help groups escape to the Italian border. He 
and a colleague had to search for roads to escape. 
 
08:07 
He managed to join a convoy of the Jewish Brigade and reached 
Ponteve where he met Vitka, whom he had not seen since his escape to 
the forest.  Vitka told him about the last days of the ghetto and their 
return to Vilna and Lublin. 
 
08:10 
It was then that she told him about the group “Revenge” organized for 
actions of revenge against the German people. He was given details of 
different plans.  
Plan A: Poisoning waters in big German cities for maximum victims.  
 
08:12 
Vitka assumed that because of their history in the ghetto, he would join 
the “Revenge” group. Abba was sent to Palestine to obtain necessary 
materials. 
 
08:14 
Group leaders met with Hagganah representatives who were with the 
Jewish Brigade in Europe (Italy). 
 
08:16 
Group members disperse to German cities: Hamburg, Nuremberg, Berlin, 
Munich (Dachau). 
 
08:17 
In a deserted farm near Bari, Italy, activities begin for illegal immigration 
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to Palestine—clandestine actions, small boats are gotten for transporting 
100-150 people at a time. There they also prepared weapons (repaired 
and reconstructed old guns, etc.) which were sent to Palestine on these 
small boats. 
 
08:20 
He was called to go to Milan, 1945. Yashek, Bolek, Shlomo and Kucek 
(also from Chenstechova) were supplied with forged ID cards, British 
uniforms, etc., and traveled to Munich.   
 
08:23 
Munich was designated as the center for “Revenge” actions. 
 
08:25 
His role was logistical support for members—communications, money 
transfers, etc. 
 
08:26 
The reason to poison waters at Dachau was that at that time it was a 
large camp for former SS officers guarded by the Americans. 
 
08:28 
He knew that Abba (Kovner) was captured and the poison was disposed 
of at sea. He didn’t have all the details—members were dispersed all 
over Europe. These were extremely clandestine operations which were 
divided into separate branches. 
 
08:30 
The plan’s timing was off. Hamburg had many U.S. forces as well as many 
Jewish refugees as did many other big German cities. 
 
08:33 
Interviewer’s question: Did you ever imagine what the cities would look 
like after such an operation? (Poisoning water sources.) 
Answer: No, I didn’t want to imagine too much as I wouldn’t have joined 
the group. I just wanted the German people to pay for what they did to 
us so that it would never happen again. 
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08:34 
Morally, I was ready for this. I just had to remember the children in the 
ghetto. 
 
08:36 
It was too late for plan A. The window of opportunity was missed. I had 
no moral dilemma. Now we had to move on to plan B. It was all a long 
process from the end of 1945 through 1946 
 
08:37 
He only found out about the entire story and the planning later in Israel 
during meetings with Pasha, Abba, Yulek, Leibke, and Kazhik. He has the 
tape they recorded. Abba tells of his meeting with Dr. Weitzman in the 
quest for the material to be used in the plan. 
 
08:40 
Rattner was the chemist in charge of the project. Contacts with UNRRA 
and the British Army were to organize the shipment of the materials to 
Munich and Dachau. (It was hidden in hot water bottles.) 
 
08:42 
Suddenly there came the order to abort the project because Kazhik was 
exposed and endangered the entire project. Kazhik himself said it was all 
exaggerated and he could have executed the plan in Dachau. 
 
08:43 
He was ordered to destroy the material in the forest outside Munich. 
Personally, he wished only to hide it for later implementation but had to 
follow orders, had to leave Germany and go to Paris. The Nuremberg 
group also disbanded.  He names their contacts in the Jewish Brigade: 
Shaike Weinberg, Yehuda Tubin, and Yehuda Ben Horun (Kibutz Ha-
zorea). He tells of their meeting at Kibutz Ein Ha-choresh when they tried 
to rehash what had actually transpired with the project. 
 
08:47 
He goes back to his stay in France, from Paris to Lyon to Marseilles, and 
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describes crossing to Palestine. The British intercepted their boat and 
detained them in Haifa on what was later called “The Black Sabbath.” 
They were put in prison in Atlit. When they were freed, they went to Ein 
Ha-choresh.   
 
08:52 
Some felt they were brought to Palestine under “false pretenses.” They 
thought they would reorganize and go back to Europe to continue their 
projects but in reality were forced to abandon these plans. Conditions in 
Europe changed, borders were established, police forces were in place 
and the few members of the new group were caught by the German 
police and imprisoned.  This resulted in the final disbanding of the group. 
Shlomo stayed in Ein Ha-choresh. He later moved to Beit Zera. Some 
established Kibutz Yakum (all Ha-shomer Ha-tsair). Though the group was 
dispersed to different kibutzim, they were united in their disappointment 
that the plan failed. 
 
08:58 
He discusses the possibility of producing a documentary about the group 
and explains his objection to it—the world has changed, he said. We all 
seek peace. Such a documentary could give ideas and ammunition to 
the Arabs who may have their own plans to poison water sources in 
Israel.  
 
09:00 
Epilogue: Shlomo still feels he abandoned the victims. He still hears their 
screams and relives the horrors and tries to justify the group’s goal of 
retribution or revenge. 
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